
ELEC 371 - Biomedical Instrumentation Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering, UBC

Lab #2: Pairs
NIBP / TPR

Name: ___________________________ Stud #: ____________________

Name: ___________________________ Stud #: ____________________

Part I : NIBP - Spygmomanometer

A) Use a stethoscope and sphygmomanometer to measure the blood pressure using 
the left arm. Make sure that the arm is horizontal and approximately level with 
the heart.

Ans: ___________________________________________________Person #1 (sys/dias)

Ans: ___________________________________________________Person #2 (sys/dias)

B) Use the patient monitor to measure the blood pressure using the right arm. Make 
sure that the arm is horizontal and approximately level with the heart.

Ans: ___________________________________________________Person #1 (sys/dias)

Ans: ___________________________________________________Person #2 (sys/dias)

C) Justify the discrepancy between the two readings.
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Part II : NIBP - Patient Monitor

A) Refer to Lab 1. Recall the change in cuff pressure that you recorded from your 
pulse.

Ans: ___________________________________________________ Cuff Pressure

B) Place a sphygmomanometer on an Aluminum tube and use a hammer to tap the 
outside of the cuff. Practice until you learn to tap with the cuff just hard enough 
to induce a similar change in cuff pressure.

C) Use the patient monitor to measure the blood pressure of an Aluminum tube. 
Place a medium cuff on the tube and use a hammer to tap the outside of the cuff 
to simulate the pulse. Attempt to fool the patient monitor into recording the 
following target blood pressures.

D) If the patient monitor displays “Weak Pulse”, your attempt failed. Try again.

E) Fool the patient monitor into measuring a low blood pressure (<110).

Ans: ___________________________________________________Target (sys/dias)

Ans: ___________________________________________________Measured (sys/dias)

F) Fool the patient monitor into measuring a high blood pressure (>140).

Ans: ___________________________________________________Target (sys/dias)

Ans: ___________________________________________________Measured (sys/dias)
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Part III : TPR

A) Measure your height, weight, resting heart rate, and BP (from Part I).

Ans: ___________________________________________________height

Ans: ___________________________________________________weight

Ans: ___________________________________________________heart rate

Ans: ___________________________________________________syst/diast BP

B) Assume that stroke volume varies linearly from 50 to 70 cc/CC for a person 
weighing 50 to 100 Kg respectively.
1. Derive an equation for CO as a function of weight and HR.

2. Use your equation and your measurements to estimate CO.

Ans: ___________________________________________________CO

C) Use the Mosteller formula, the Fick estimate, and the CO you just computed to 
estimate BSA VO2, and Ca-Cv.
1. BSA

Ans: ___________________________________________________BSA

Ans: ___________________________________________________VO2

Ans: ___________________________________________________Ca-Cv

D) Estimate TPR assuming that:
1. CVP  0

2. AP  Average value between Systolic & Diastolic pressure

Ans: ___________________________________________________TPR

Deliverables:
• This sheet and any additional work (calculations).


